Bush, Dukakis call for support

Associated Press

George Bush said Wednesday that voters should pick a president who reflects their hopes and dreams for America and proudly proclaimed, "I am that man." Michael Dukakis urged supporters to "keep pouring it on" in a drive for an Election Day upset.

Republican Bush and Demo­cratic Dukakis made their rounds six days before the voting while all around them the pace of campaigning quick­ened.

Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole was going to three states during the day in a bid to help endangered GOP can­didates for Congress. Sen. Ed­ward Kennedy countered for the Democrats by campaign­ing in Minnesota, where Hubert R. Hump­rey III is a Senate race underdog.

Officials in both parties agree Democrats are likely to retain control of both houses of Congress after next week's bal­loting, although Republicans harbor hopes of winning enough close Senate seats to reduce the current 54-46 Demo­cratic advantage.

President Reagan cam­paigned in Ohio, where he tried to turn Dukakis' "On Your Side" rallying cry against the Democrats. They're "on your side when they want to get their hands on your wallets," he said.

John Howard in Owensboro, Ky., set up a sort of drive­through poll at his Crickets Car Wash, and said the results were about even. Cu­stomers could drive into a bay named for the presidential can­didate of their choosing. "It's very scientific," he said. "The margin of error is 100 percent." As usual, Dukakis' aides said their private polls were encour­aging. As usual, the public polls seemed to be pointing to a Re­publican victory next Tuesday.

A game of catch?

Andy Heft juggles his way into the dining hall at Classy Car Wash, and said the voters simply a postdoctoral research associ­ate at Trinity College in San Antonio, Texas.

Carolyn Weber, a lecturer at Saint Mary's since the spring, said she would see FACULTY, page 5

Congressman tells of '88election, Haiti situation

Democratic process slow but nearing in troubled Haiti

By JOHN O'BRIEN
News Staff

The current state of political upheaval and the history of na­tional strife in the island nation of Haiti was the subject of a lecture by U.S. Congressman James Oberstar on Wednesday.

Oberstar, who taught English to Haitian mili­tary personnel from 1969 to 1963 and is considered Congress' foremost expert on Haiti, explained the prob­lems in Haiti with a Creole proverb.

"Behind the mountains, there are more mountains," said Oberstar, explaining the seemingly constant struggle for order in Haiti.

Single issues dominate voter interest in election

By KELLEY TUTHILL
Staff Reporter

"This is an election year and your vote would be appreciated—illegal, but appreci­ated," Rep. James Oberstar (D-Minn.) joked with an audi­ence Wednesday night in the Hesburgh Library auditorium, referring to himself.

Oberstar delivered his lec­ture, "Election Year Value Conflicts: Your Vote and the Politics of Single Issues" before a small group that in­cluded his son Ted, a Notre Dame junior.

"For twenty-five years I've seen single issue politics grow and become more sophisti­cated," Oberstar said.

"I've raised the question, are single issue groups an expres­sion of the historic american value and the historic tradition of freedom of speech in this country or are they simply a divisive factor fragmenting the body politics and splintering our political parties?" he asked.

The biggest single issues of this presidential election are pro-life and gun control, said Oberstar, adding that the fur­lyough issue has been very im­portant in this election.

In his lecture, Oberstar listed abortion and gun control as ex­amples of single issue conflicts he has faced in the past. "I give you those examples of real life to show you that when fed by deeply felt emotions and con­cern, their primary effect is it can literally rip a political party to shreds."

A recent phenomenon related to single issue politics was something Oberstar called the "Me First Principle." This phenomenon
Hello, I’m... tired of all these new names

The University shouldn’t admit any more people named Pat, Mike, Ann, or Chris. My life certainly would be a heck of a lot easier.

It all began even before I walked into my first class here at Notre Dame, at an occasion affectionately known as Freshman Orientation.

I was excited about coming out from New York to study under the Golden Dome—excited about the hordes of new people I would meet.

And meet tons of new people I did.

The only problem was that for the life of me, I could not remember any of the names of all the people I was meeting. Well, actually, I could. The real problem I was having was that everyone I met had the same dozen or so names.

Don’t get me wrong. I think solid, traditional names like John and Jim are wonderful— it’s just that they’ve become all-too-commonplace around this campus for pathetic name-droppers like myself to keep everybody straight, let alone establish relationships with them.

I used to think that it was uniquely a freshman experience to forget even the names of the people who lived next door.

I guess I was wrong. Now that I’m a sophomore, things have gotten even worse.

It was convenient last year, when I was going through orientation and starting classes, to blame my ineptitude at remembering names on the fact that I was a new kid on the block, and I simply had things on my mind other than the names of the guy who sat next to me in calculus.

A year later, I’m still forgetting names. The only difference between then and now is that now there are 10 times more names for me to forget, and I look 100 times more idiotic when I do.

Wish your friends a happy birthday with Observer advertising.

Call 239-6900

WELL! HI! YEAH! OH!
Marcoses find millionairess to post Imelda’s $5M bail

Associated Press

NEW YORK—Imelda Marcos’s quest for a benefactor ended Wednesday when tobacco heiress Doris Duke agreed to put up the $5 million needed by the former first lady to secure her husband, former Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos, of looting more than $100 million from their homeland.

Mrs. Marcos, 59, who has been staying in an $1,800-a-day suite at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, did not attend the court session.

"Mrs. Marcos is extremely grateful and was tearful when she learned of the offer," said Mrs. Marcos’s lawyer, Donald Robinson.

The 75-year-old Miss Duke, Robinson said, is "happy to help a friend. She believes she (Mrs. Marcos) is innocent because she knows that Mrs. Marcos didn’t commit any crimes."

Mrs. Marcos flew to New York from the couple’s home-base in Honolulu aboard Miss Duke’s lavishly appointed private jet.

All the paperwork regarding the posting of bond was not complete, and it was unclear how soon Mrs. Marcos would be able to leave New York.

Students speak on LeMans renovations

By ROZEL GATMAITAN

News Staff

Student input regarding the renovation of the Lemans Hall chapel dominated the Saint Mary’s Board of Governance meeting Wednesday.

Guest representatives of Saint Mary’s Campus Ministry, Mary Feeley and Sr. Betty Smoyer, S.N.D., said the chapel was literally "crumbling," and that replacement of the stained glass windows would cost close to $300,000.

There is presently a debate over whether or not the chapel would continue services or be replaced with something new.

Positive feedback on the election information table in Madeleva Hall, as well as encouragement to attend the Carnival of Careers being held tonight in Angela Athletic Facility, ended the meeting.

Washington Monument Jr. The Observer / Heleni Korwek

An obelisk erected before the South Dining Hall draws attention to Expo Roma.

The Observer

The independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s is accepting applications for the following position:

DAY EDITOR

For further information contact JIM WINKLER at The Observer (239-5303)

To our favorite Bridget’s bartender, HAPPY 22ND RICH!

Love, Mom, Dad, Michelle, Steve, & Anne Marie
Hebrew language allowed again in USSR

Associated Press

MOSCOW—The teaching of Hebrew, once punished in the Soviet Union as a crime, will be allowed again, an official of the World Jewish Congress said Wednesday.

Officials also will allow Soviet Jews to participate in the congress, according to its executive director, Elan Steinberg, who met with high-level Soviet officials.

Both steps would constitute major changes in how the Kremlin has dealt with the country's 1.8 million Jews, and they come in the context of an effort by President Mikhail Gorbachev to eliminate rampant issues that have historically hampered relations with the West, especially in the field of human rights.

As part of that effort, 1975 Nobel Peace laureate Andrei Sakharov is being allowed to travel to the West for the first time, and the Soviets have reportedly agreed to release all remaining political prisoners by the end of the year.

World Jewish Congress President Edgar Bronfman met for two hours Wednesday with Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze, and later with Konstantin Kharchev, chairman of the Soviet State Committee on Religious Affairs. Steinberg said in an interview, "Soviet authorities have now agreed that the Soviet Jewish community can participate in the activities of the World Jewish Congress," Steinberg said.

Crime of the Week

This week's Crime of the Week is the theft of computer equipment from the Computing Center/Math Building. There are three thefts that security believes may be related.

The first theft occurred between Aug. 1 and Aug. 2, 1988. Thieves stole three IBM microcomputers, leaving the monitors behind.


The third theft occurred on Wednesday, Oct. 26, 1988, between 15 a.m. and 4.15 a.m. In this instance, a Macintosh SE computer was taken after the doors of the building were cut, a security cable. The Macintosh computer is marked "M6" on top.

CLUIMENTO/STPERS wants people to know who stole these computers and will pay a cash reward up to $300 for information leading to the apprehension of the person(s) responsible.

If you have information about this or any crime at Notre Dame, call 288-STOP.

Voters continued from page 1

principle not only refers to individuals, but to powerful groups as well, he said.

"(Members of special interest groups) have not yet seen America as a whole when they have had to choose between behaving like an American and behaving like say coalminers or steelminers," he said.

Oberstar said he is concerned that "we may be in danger of drifting into 'rule or ruin' politics motivated by what I call the 'Me First' principle."

"I think that increasingly people are having difficulty relating to a complex society that we built," he said. "It's much easier to retreat into the comforts of a single issue or a single group, where you don't have to defend yourself, where you feel comfortable . . . you don't have to compromise or explain anything, and you can pursue your own purpose."

He said that in this electronic age certain organizations, realizing that there are many people who control us around the nation, get names and put them on hard disks, then the incumbent or the candidate can set up a mailing list or a phone bank.

"We are asking people to think about whether you should be pro-life and pro death penalty, we are asking people to think about whether you should be pro-life and for a billion dollar military budget," said Oberstar.

Dave Lawlor, a sophomore who attended the lecture, said, "(Single issue politics) is an important issue because special interest groups can manipulate the voting process." He also said he thought the lecture was interesting and worthwhile.

Sophomore Angie Appleby said that we should be more concerned about the "long term effects of our narrow interests." "You shouldn't just vote on one issue without considering all the realms of it," she said.

The lecture was sponsored by Notre Dame's Community for the International Lay Apostolate (CILA), the Hesburgh Program in Public Service, the Institute for Pastoral and Social Ministry and the Department of Government and International Studies.

Oberstar, a 14-year veteran of the House of Representatives, serves Minnesota's 8th District. He graduated in 1956 from the College of St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minn., with bachelor's degrees in French and political science.
Indiana's Orr gives Bayh poor grades on 'A+' program

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS—Republican Gov. Robert Orr charged Wednesday that his "A-Plus" education reform program would be taken apart if Democrat Evan Bayh becomes governor.

Bayh's campaign scouted at the charge, saying the Democrat wants to give the education reform package a "decent interval" to prove its value.

The charges and counter-charges flew as Indiana's intense gubernatorial campaign between Bayh and Republican Lt. Gov. John Mutz entered its last days.

Orr and Marion County Prosecuting Attorney Stephen Goldsmith, Mutz's running mate, held a series of six news conferences to defend the education reform package approved after a four-month debate in the 1987 General Assembly.

"I put every ounce of energy and political clout on the line to get 'A-Plus' enacted, and I don't want to see it torn to shreds," said Orr, barred by law from seeking a third straight term.

The governor said Bayh "is doing a great dance on education," proclaiming he supports the state's reform movement while questioning key elements of the Orr plan such as widespread competency testing and the five-day extension of the school year.

Bayh also is trying to have it both ways by supporting education reform while attacking the income tax increases that paid for it, Orr and Goldsmith said.

"The problem has been we let Evan glide by being for education reform and against the tax increase," said Goldsmith. "I don't think we've put him in the tough position" of choosing between school reform and taxes, Goldsmith said of Bayh.

Orr said if the competency testing program is changed, the reform package would lose the accountability Hoosiers expected when they were asked to pay higher taxes to support 'A-Plus.'

Orr also charged that the leadership of the Indiana State Teachers Association, which supports Bayh, wants to undo some of the education reforms.

Because of the union's support, Bayh would be inclined to support their positions, Orr said.

The governor has had a long-running feud with the ISTA leadership.

Bayh campaign press secretary Fred Nation said that although Bayh has reservations about some elements of the "A-Plus" program, he thinks it should be given time to work.

Nation said Bayh would probably wait two years after taking office to see if major changes should be made in the program.

"He would not go in as governor and immediately stop this," said Nation.

Nation called the governor's rhetoric "another desperate attempt to scare Indiana voters" into supporting Mutz.

Bayh has suggested refinements in the program such as giving more control to local schools and increasing spending on programs for children at risk of failing due to social and economic factors.
**Mrs. Bias speaks on drug, alcohol abuse**

By MAURA KRAUSE
Staff Reporter

Lonise Bias, mother of former Maryland basketball star Len Bias, who died from a cocaine overdose, spoke out against drug and alcohol abuse Wednesday night in the Joyce ACC.

Invited to speak as part of "Alcohol Awareness Week," a series of activities sponsored by BACCHUS to promote responsible use of alcohol, Bias opened her speech with four points she said she always presents to her audience no matter where she speaks.

"One, I love each and every one of you with the unconditional love of Jesus Christ. Two, I see only beautiful Americans before me, not black and white faces. Three, I come to offer no man. And fourth, I care absolutely nothing about what anyone thinks of me," she said.

Bias said she did not come to entertain people with the story of her son, who died from a cocaine overdose two days after he was drafted by the Boston Celtics, though people love to be entertained.

She said she came because "we treat the symptom and tonight I intend to get to the root of the drug and alcohol problem. Many think that designated drivers treat the problem, but they treat the symptom."

Bias said she is on a "mission from God" to speak out against, not only drugs and alcohol but peer pressure, promiscuous sex, and disobeying parents.

She urged students in the audience to "not take your family for granted and to love yourself. The greatest love of all is the love you have for yourself. Happiness comes from a man knowing what's within him."

Len Bias' death "will be your ticket to freedom," his mother said. "Len has done more in death than he could have ever done in life. God took one man to save millions."

Michael Jackson's "Bad" video was Bias' example in "how to deal effectively with negative peer pressure. If you stand up for what you believe, they'll talk about you to your face, but if you go along they'll still talk about you. Everyone is not your friend."

Bias said she was disturbed "that you will turn your back on the teachings from home of the past 18,19 and 20 years and allow someone to come into your life for a short time and forget everything."

"Work on being the whole man; that takes much more than saying no to drugs," Bias said. "It takes character, courage and personality to be dry. We have too many followers and not enough leaders." Using an example of her other son Jay, who idealized his older brother, Bias urged the audience to love their family.

"Words can't be called back," said Bias. "Be careful of the things you say to people. Don't take loved ones for granted. L.I.F.E stands for 'love is forever.'"
Israelis confident of getting coalition

Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Leaders of Israel's right-wing Likud bloc expressed confidence they could form a government and began coalition talks Wednesday with four ultra-Orthodox religious parties that will decide who will govern the nation.

Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir's Likud and its allies won 46 of the 120 seats in Tuesday's election. Labor and sympathetic left-wing parties won 49, so either major party could form a government with support from the religious factions, which won a total of 18 seats.

Two parties on the extreme left won the other seven seats. Although Likud generally is more sympathetic to the Orthodox view, one of the main religious parties said a coalition remained possible with Labor and Foreign Minister Shimon Peres.

Demands by the religious parties include strict rules on observing the Sabbath and changes in the policy that extends automatic citizenship to all Jews, including converts.

The toll rose in the 11-month-old rebellion in the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip, which was a major issue in the election.

The joint stance with the official union marks a reversal of Solidarity’s earlier position

Solidarity, Poland cooperate to save shipyard

Associated Press

GDANSK, Poland - Lech Walesa told a rally of nearly 10,000 workers at the Lenin shipyard Wednesday that Solidarity and a government-backed union will cooperate for the first time to try to keep the shipyard open.

The government, meanwhile, announced a new approach to Walesa by Interior Minister Gen. Czeslaw Kiszczak to start delayed talks between authorities and the opposition on Poland’s future.

Walesa, leader of the outlawed Solidarity union, announced the unprecedented cooperation with the rival official OPZZ trade union during the outdoor rally at the shipyard where Solidarity sprang up during nationwide strikes in August 1980.

The rally took place on the first workday since the government on Monday revealed its plans to close the yard Dec. 1, citing economic reasons. The move was denounced by activists as a deliberate blow by new Prime Minister Mieczyslaw Rakowski aimed at his long-time nemesis Solidarity, a charge Rakowski has denied.

Solidarity and the official trade union said in a joint resolution that, “The liquidation of the enterprise...is a completely political decision because the financial position of the shipyard is advantageous at the present moment. “One must not decide the future of the Gdansk shipyard without consulting the workcrew. We will defend our shipyard.”

But Walesa appeared to rule out a strike for the moment. Activists said they wanted to avoid creating any confrontation that might jeopardize the planned visit of British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher to a monument just outside the shipyard Friday.

Walesa said the common position reached by Solidarity with the OPZZ “is proof the union can reach agreement at any moment provided we are not set against each other by someone else.”

“We are united by this single goal—saving the shipyard,” he said. It proves “that pluralism is possible.”

He added that he has received messages from all over the country that people are willing to buy shares in the shipyard in order to preserve it.

The joint stance with the official union marks a reversal of Solidarity’s earlier position not to talk to OPZZ, which was set up in 1982 after the martial-law crackdown on Solidarity.

Solidarity questions the independence of the official union, particularly at the national level. The head of the OPZZ is a member of the ruling communist party Politburo.

Walesa said he believed Rakowski’s decision to close the shipyard has ended hopes that the round-table between authorities and the opposition on Poland’s future could begin soon.

COME TALK TO THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS

We’ll tell you about career opportunities and summer internships with one of the world’s largest financial services organizations.

Thursday, November 10 7:00 PM
Alumni Room of Morris Inn

Refreshments will be served
Candidates avoid deficit problem

Dear Editor:
If the polls are accurate, Vice President George Bush is ahead in the presidential race. The polls also tell us that concern about the deficit, that $150 billion-plus monster that the Reagan-Bush administration created, is at the top or near the top of every voter's list.

During his debate with his opponent, Governor Michael Dukakis, the Vice President was asked if he had any idea how he would reduce the deficit. In all fairness, so did Governor Dukakis.

A week or so ago, Mr. Bush was asked again by reporters how the deficit should be reduced. His answer was insulating: "Now, I'm having trouble with these questions, because they are putting me beyond where I want to be, and so if I don't answer some of them from here on in it is because I am focusing on Nov. 8 and I don't want to be dragged beyond that because things seem to be going well now."

In other words, Mr. Bush says that if he tells us the truth, he endangers his election. If he had the courage to tell the voters that it is impossible to reduce the deficit while adding new programs and refusing even to consider raising taxes, he might not be as popular. Mr. Bush talks about his "flexible freeze" program as the salvation for the nation's economic crisis. But when he was asked to explain it two weeks ago, he refused.

There was a time, about eight years ago, when candidate George Bush attacked Ronald Reagan's economic plans as "voodoo economic theories." They are no better now than they were then. If George Bush has a plan to save us from ourselves, he ought to tell us what it is—now, before the election.

And while they are at it, reporters should press Governor Dukakis for specifics as well.

P. Charles Martucci
Associate Professor, Sociology
Saint Mary's College
Oct. 28, 1988

Support the ND United Way drive

Dear Editor:
"United" is a word often associated with the student body at Notre Dame. We, the students, are also united to the community of South Bend. The United Way campaign drive officially began on our campus with the quarter-mile run held on Oct. 14. The proceeds from this event and others that follow are used by the South Bend Chapter of the United Way, donated on behalf of the students at Notre Dame.

It is the hope of our committee that the students of Notre Dame will once again come together and contribute to this cause. It would show that we do want to interact positively with our surrounding community, South Bend, as well as show that we want others to have a chance to both rebuild and grow. It is the hope of our committee that the students of Notre Dame will once again come together and contribute to this cause. It would show that we do want to interact positively with our surrounding community, South Bend, as well as show that we want others to have a chance to both rebuild and grow.

When you stop to think about how easy this would be, the worthiness of this cause is clearly evident. Simply give up food sales for one night or save that house change. The Door-to-Door Campaign will officially begin Oct. 31. This involves an inter­dorm competition in which the dorm with the highest percentage of donation placed on residence will be acknowledged and rewarded in an appropriate way. During the weekend of Nov. 6-7, each dorm will also be sponsoring a dance with various door prizes raffled off, including a package trip to a UNC game.

Other opportunities for donations will also be available. We hope that you the students will see the worthiness of this cause and will help us to help others. Give to the United Way.

Wendy Burek
Executive Director
United Way Campus Campaign
Oct. 31, 1988

ND Republicans guilty of deceit

Dear Editor:
National politics descended upon the Notre Dame community this Halloween morning, and deceit soon followed. The hour of witching was at hand as a predominantly Republican campus lined up to receive tickets for the Bush-Quayle pep rally in Stopen Center. The tickets became available not at the prescribed hour of noon (as advertised in advance), which leads to the alienation of the student on the right side of the fence from 8-10 a.m. Mr. Cadisy, director of student activities, when asked about the change, commented that, "the Bush forward people thought it would be better." I was there, nor because of any interest in the Bush-Quayle ticket but because I was infuriated at the conspir­acy surrounding the distribution.

Merely ten hours before, a College Republican, mistaking a Young Demo­crat for a Republican, informed me that the time had been changed to guarantee the Republican slant of the crowd, and further that the Young Democrats group was purposely being kept in the dark. This morning people quietly filed in, conspiracy turned to confusion as my Republican friends glanced at me (and the few others who could be informed at this late date) in disbelief with such phrases as: "Who told you?" and "How did you find out?"

Perhaps all is fair in love and politics, but the phrase "Notre Dame community" won't mean the same for me again.

James P. Dailey
Oct. 31, 1988

Quote of the Day

"Drunkenness is not a mere matter of intoxicating liquors; it goes deeper--far deeper. Drunkenness is the control of a man to control his thoughts."

David Grayson

President's Link

Dear President Healy,

I am writing to you in response to the recent letter from Mr. Martin Donnelly. I understand his concern about the student body's impact on the campus. As you know, the Student Government Association is a student organization and is not responsible for enforcing the policy set forth by the Student Conduct Code.

I would like to inform you of a recent event that occurred on campus. On October 28, 1988, a group of students gathered in front of the Main Building to protest against the recent closure of the Student Union. This protest was not sanctioned by the SGA, and has nothing to do with the administration or the Student Government Association.

I believe that it is important to recognize the student voice and their concerns. However, it is equally important to maintain a safe and respectful environment on campus. I urge the administration to continue to engage with students and listen to their concerns.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
The life of Fossey and her 'Gorillas in the Mist'

BILL DONARUMA
accent writer

The day's shooting of "Gorillas in the Mist" begins with an hour and a half hike up the mountains of Rwanda, Africa, with a heavy load of film gear. Director Michael Apted then sets the scene once again, hoping that this time the gorilla won't charge at Sigourney Weaver. Sound wild? Twentieth Century Fox and Warner Bros. have collaborated $24 million on Dian Fossey's passionate and devoted struggle to save her beloved gorillas.

This film is not just a Greenpeace promotion, for it is the story of Fossey's (Weaver) strength, conviction, courage, and most importantly, love. She began working for Dr. Louis Leaky, conducting a census of the gorillas and compiling observational data, but then she developed a clear research plan to save her beloved gorillas. Sigourney Weaver portrays Fossey with all the intensity, passion, anger, and love. It is also important to note that the events portrayed manifest a psychological and deep emotional development in Fossey. Some say that Fossey eventually went mad in her struggle, but this was never documented as being true and it was never the intent of Apted or Weaver to portray this. Fossey was, in fact, obsessed with her cause and love for the gorillas, but Weaver said, "She did become fiercely single-minded about what she thought could save the gorillas—it became very personal. To me that's not madness."

Even with all that this film has to offer, I expected a little more. We do not hear about, or at least not enough of, Fossey's research that she compiles. However, we are allowed to observe enough to perhaps come to our own insights. We are therefore made a part of this film because of our involvement in studying the gorillas on our own. There is, however, an eight-year gap in which no developments are made evident other than Leaky's death.

There is also a high strung and passionate segment with Fossey's lover which simply comes and goes without mention of her fiancé in the States and without any more relevance to her work than her stay in the jungle. These gaps in the film left me with questions about Fossey that needed to be answered. However, although her profile is a bit empty, these aspects do not subtract from the chief objective of the film to convey the key moments of Fossey's crusade. Perhaps the producers had this directive in mind, since the running time is already 2 hours and 15 minutes. And maybe I expected a bit much. "Gorillas in the Mist" is a film not to be missed. (OK, this pun is intended.) It not only portrays one woman's struggle, passion, and fight, but also her strength in the world—a lesson we all need to learn.

Wall Street and all the Apple engineers combined never made as important an impact as Fossey made alone. Her story cannot, should not, and has not been told here in this article. The only way to know it is to see it.

"Gorillas in the Mist" is now playing at Town and Country III at 7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Eat at Rickey's

Diners become endangered species

RICHARD THORNBURGH
accent writer

A tradition is dying. A true piece of Americana, a whole way of life...gone with the wind. Yes, I'm afraid the American roadside diner is becoming a thing of the past as our wonder bread culture increasingly turns to fast food for mealtime satisfaction.

A self-proclaimed expert in this field, I've been studying these demographic trends in culinary choices for quite some time now. Believe me, folks, it's getting harder to find a good diner now than a bowl of grits with pork chops on the Mason-Dixon line, so you'd better experience one soon before they all disappear with the Studebaker.

My interest in this field of study began several years ago at Rickey's Restaurant, the true mecca of diner food, in my hometown of Chattanooga, Tennessee.

The decor, service, and cooking at Rickey's are simply unparalleled and should serve as models for eating establishments across the nation. In the spirit of American pioneering, prints of John Wayne and other cowboys on the range hang above each booth. From the ceiling and walls drape masses of plants that make it a pretension to be anything but picturesque. Best of all, the waitresses are the sweetest ladies who know the names of and the latest news about everyone in the restaurant.

As for the food, you just won't find any better fried chicken or apple pie outside your grandma's kitchen. A vegetable menu and homemade rolls complement these basic American foods to put Rickey's at the pinnacle of diner cuisine.

I didn't really mean for this to be a restaurant review, but the high points of Rickey's hold true for all diners. You can keep your plasticburgers in the styrofoam boxes—I'll take roast beef and fried ocar any day. And have you noticed all the fast food joints upgrading their image with the slick oak and brass look? Give me the genuine tacky essence of an American diner, thank you.

If you start searching for these roadside diners, a surefire sign is a line out the door at lunch of customers from all walks of life. You'll see business executives in their gray flannel suits sitting next to plumbers because a good pork chop transcends all social classes.

A leading contender for diner prominence in the South Bend area is The 24-hour cafe affectionately known as "Fat Shirley's" for the plump proprietress. With the help of Joyce and Junior, Shirley will whip you up her famous Switzerland Special: two eggs, bacon or sausage (links or patties), American fries, and toast and jam. Now if that doesn't make you want to jump behind the wheel of a Mack Truck and head to Oklahoma, I don't know what will.

Bill Watson
EDWARDS PRACTICING WITH IU

Knight hopes guard can 'set a good example' with return

Associated Press

KOKOMO, Ind. — Jay Edwards, practicing with the Indiana basketball team but not officially reinstated, seems to be trying to straighten himself out, says Coach Bob Knight.

Edwards, the Big Ten Conference freshman of the year last season and Indiana's top returning scorer, was suspended this fall while he was in a drug abuse program.

Now it's up to Edwards to make his rehabilitation stick, says Knight.

"I said to Edwards, 'You're in a position where you are doing one of two things. You're either really working to try and straighten yourself out, and I'm not convinced of that nor will I be for some time, or you are really trying to fool people.'"

"And if you are trying to do that, the person you are trying to fool the most is you.'"

Knight still won't say whether Edwards will be reinstated to the Hoosiers' basketball team, but he says he hopes Edwards' problems will serve as a warning to others.

Edwards lost his basketball scholarship for academic and disciplinary reasons after last season. Then before classes began this fall, he was suspended for the unspecified drug problem.

Jay Edwards

"The current status of Jay Edwards is that he practiced today. He practiced yesterday, and off his performance today "I invited him to (practice) tomorrow," Knight said Tuesday night at a fundraising event for the Indiana University at Kokomo Library.

"It would like to think, and I really hope more than at anytime I've been at Indiana, that Edwards winds up being the best example for kids that we've ever had," Knight told about 3,000 people at the Kokomo Memorial Gym.

The 6-foot-4 Edwards, a former Indiana high school co-
Mr. Basketball with teammate Lyndon Jones, averaged 15.6 points and led In-

"We've had some great kids who never caused an ounce of trouble to anybody. We'll never be able to keep kids about Ed-

"Edwards has been a monumen-
tal player for a number of reasons, not all his fault.

"What I would like to see with Edwards is that he comes from this point, where I've had to take his scholarship away and he has to pay his own way and is scrambling like a dog to do so, simply because he didn't do what he should academical-

"The other day I said to Ed-
wards, 'You seem to be doing what you should be doing. It ap-

"I would even go as far as say it is harder to do things the right way and to do things that are right, compared to doing the wrong things or doing things that are wrong.'"

"Edwards can get himself straightened out, I think Ed-
wards becomes the kind of ex-

Soccer

continued from page 16

kick just outside the area, which Guignon converted off Morris' assist.

"Their keeper had been stepping over the line on his points the entire game," said Irish co-

"We asked the referees at the start of the second half to watch his foot. I never thought the call would come." Then Grace.

"I was disappointed with the direct kick," said Green Bay coach Aito Santiago. "It shouldn't have made a difference in the game. Otherwise it was a good game."

The result was good for Notre Dame, which faces Detroit Friday in the first round of the NCC Tournament. The Irish beat the Titans 3-1 in a close battle earlier this season, but Detroit will enter the match with a six-game win streak.

The winner of Notre Dame-Detroit will face the winner of Loyola-Evansville Saturday.

"We can't look past Detroit to Evansville," said Grace. "Hopefully this game will teach the players that lesson."

PLAY FOOTBALL FOR SOMEONE WHO VIEWS WALKING AS A SPECTATOR SPORT.

The USF&G Sugar Bowl Flag Football Drive To Cure Paralysis needs able-bodied students to help raise money.

Every player gets a free shirt. And everyone on the team that raises the most money on campus wins a mini TV. Plus, the top money raising team nationally gets an all-expense paid trip to New Orleans for the USF&G Sugar Bowl Week. So please come out and play. And maybe one day your biggest fans will show their thanks with a standing ovation.

USF&G Sugar Bowl Flag Football Drive To Cure Paralysis.

NOVEMBER 11, 12 & 13 LOFTUS ALL-SPORTS CENTER DEADLINE FOR TEAM ENTRIES - NOVEMBER 7 SPONSORED BY NON-VARSITY ATHLETICS

STEAKS
PRIME RB
SEAFOOD

Featuring Friday night seafood buffet and Sunday brunch 219-259-9925

POSITION AVAILABLE.
IMMEDIATE OPENING.
INQUIRE WITHIN.

HOLY CROSS BROTHERS
Thirty-nine year-old Cleveland third baseman Cesar Taveras was named American League Player of the Year yesterday by a wide margin. Weiss received 103 points and 17 first-place votes from a panel of 28 writers, two from each AL city.

Right-hander Bryan Harvey of the California Angeles was second with 49 points, one ahead of infielder Jody Reed of the Boston Red Sox. Reed, however, had six first-place votes to three for Harvey.

Right-hander Don August of Milwaukee was fourth with 22 points, followed by outfielder Dave Gallagher of Chicago with 18, right-hander Melido Perez of the White Sox with nine, right-hander Mike Schoel of Seattle with two and shortstop Cecil Espy of Texas with one.

The New York Mets did not have any termination pay for the second consecutive year. Boston and Oakland, also division winners, did not spend any and neither did Seattle, whose six $5.5 million payroll is the lowest in the majors.

The World Series champion Los Angeles Dodgers paid $600,000, about the average for clubs.

The study, prepared by the PRC, said the figures are in position on the line. 'We've practiced really well,' said Holtz. "Otherwise, you're going to end up with big financial obligations to players who can't play."

The $26,225,000 figure was an increase over 1987's amount of $20,765,902. In 1986, teams paid $21,336,412.

The Atlanta Braves, who are making a move toward youth, paid the price for cutting veterans by spending $2.67 million. Len Barker cost the most at $400,000, with the other money going to Darnell Garcia, Ken Griffey and Gary Roenicke.

The so-called termination pay includes money for players who were released before the season, cut during the year or bought out of their contracts. Caudill was the most expensive and he didn't throw one pitch. Cincinnati ate $1.35 million of Mario Soto's contract and Kansas City picked up $1.1 million to release Dan Quisenberry, while San Diego's LaMarr Hoyt and Cleveland's Andre Thornton each did not play and were $1.1 million losses.

The study, prepared by the club owners' Player Relations Committee, was delivered at the annual general managers' meeting.

Barry Rona, head of the PRC, said the figures are a graphic illustration of the danger of long-term contracts. "We are not opposed to multi-year contracts, but they must be utilized carefully," he said. "Otherwise, you're going to end up with big financial obligations to players who can't play."

The Switch continued from page 16

It had been reported in Wednesday's issue of The Chicago Tribune that Ho was being benchmarked for Saturday's game.

... The offensive line received heavy criticism Holtz after Notre Dame's "tackle performance in a 22-7 win at Navy, but Holtz had high praise for his linemen after Wednesday's practice.

"Our offensive line's had a great week," said Holtz. "They've practiced really well.

Long-term contracts pay huge sums to inactive players.

Only one of Weiss' 15 errors came after July 8, and he handled 381 straight chances over 58 consecutive games without an error down the stretch.

The offensive line's performed exceptionally well this year considering the injuries we've had," Holtz added that the line is starting to get healthier, with junior guard Tim Grunhard expected to return to action this weekend.

"We're better than we've ever been, this is the healthiest we've been," said Holtz. Expected to start on the line this Saturday are sophomore Mike Heldt at center, senior Andy Heck and Dean Brown at tackle and Grunhard and Tim Ryan at guard. Senior Mike Brennan also might get a starting position on the line.

The study, prepared by the club owners' Player Relations Committee, was delivered at the annual general managers' meeting.

Barry Rona, head of the PRC, said the figures are "a graphic illustration of the danger of long-term contracts."

"We are not opposed to multi-year contracts, but they must be utilized carefully," he said. "Otherwise, you're going to end up with big financial obligations to players who can't play."

The $26,225,000 figure was an increase over 1987's amount of $20,765,902. In 1986, teams paid $21,336,412.

The Atlanta Braves, who are making a move toward youth, paid the price for cutting veterans by spending $2.67 million. Len Barker cost the most at $400,000, with the other money going to Darnell Garcia, Ken Griffey and Gary Roenicke.
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"We're better than we've ever been, this is the healthiest we've been," said Holtz. Expected to start on the line this Saturday are sophomore Mike Heldt at center, senior Andy Heck and Dean Brown at tackle and Grunhard and Tim Ryan at guard. Senior Mike Brennan also might get a starting position on the line.

A's Weiss wins AL Rookie of the Year

Oakland's Jose Canseco was Rookie of the Year in 1986 and first baseman Mark McGwire won the award last year. While Canseco and McGwire brought the "A's" power, Weiss' slick fielding helped Oakland win the AL pennant.

Since the inception of the award in 1949, no other AL club has ever had three consecutive winners. From 1979-1982, Rick Sutcliffe, Steve Howe, Fernando Valenzuela, and Steve Sax won as Los Angeles Dodgers in the National League.

In 1987, Oakland was 11th in the AL in fielding with 142 errors. This year, the A's finished third with only 105. The only two teams ahead of the Athletics, Minnesota with 84 errors and Boston with 83, had fewer than the previous major league low.

Only one of Weiss' 15 errors came after July 8, and he handled 381 straight chances over 58 consecutive games without an error down the stretch.

The offensive line's performed exceptionally well this year considering the injuries we've had, Holtz added that the line is starting to get healthier, with junior guard Tim Grunhard expected to return to action this weekend.

"We're better than we've ever been, this is the healthiest we've been," said Holtz. Expected to start on the line this Saturday are sophomore Mike Heldt at center, senior Andy Heck and Dean Brown at tackle and Grunhard and Tim Ryan at guard. Senior Mike Brennan also might get a starting position on the line.

The study, prepared by the club owners' Player Relations Committee, was delivered at the annual general managers' meeting.

Barry Rona, head of the PRC, said the figures are "a graphic illustration of the danger of long-term contracts."

"We are not opposed to multi-year contracts, but they must be utilized carefully," he said. "Otherwise, you're going to end up with big financial obligations to players who can't play."

The $26,225,000 figure was an increase over 1987's amount of $20,765,902. In 1986, teams paid $21,336,412.

The Atlanta Braves, who are making a move toward youth, paid the price for cutting veterans by spending $2.67 million. Len Barker cost the most at $400,000, with the other money going to Darnell Garcia, Ken Griffey and Gary Roenicke.
Rice Tennis Classic next for Irish women

By CHRIS COONEY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's tennis team resumes action this weekend at the Rice Tennis Classic in Houston, Texas, where they will be challenged by a high caliber of competition.

The Irish will face Rice, Houston, Texas, Texas A&M, SMU, and LSU. Of these teams, SMU, Texas and Texas A&M were ranked in the top 25 nationally in the preseason polls. Coach Michele Gelfman feels the team members will have to play "above their personal potential" for them to do well.

"We've never played any of these teams before," Gelfman said. "We know we will have to put up to these people and better in order to win the matches."

Swimming

continued from page 16
and a new scoring system that gives two more points to the first-place winner could hurt Notre Dame.

"This is a faster and stronger team than we had a year ago," Welsh said. "The Irish could be hard-pressed to replace diving sensation Andrea Bonny and swimmers Amy Darlington and Barbara Byrne. Versatile sophomore and last year's high-point scorer Christie Moston returns for the Irish, as do senior co-captain Katie Pamenter, Jackie Jones, and junior freestylist Kathy Ford in the freestyle events. Others expected to make a splash include Xavier and Missouri.

"The thing that has happened in the past couple of years is that they have closed the spread between the fastest and slowest swimmers. With that, we can swim at a faster pace."

The final results of the meet will be published in the Observer.

Chris Geneser and the Notre Dame wrestling team kick off their season Sunday at the Michigan State Invitational. Steve Megargee previews the squad, which looks to improve as a result of an excellent recruiting year, starting on the back page.

Wrestling

continued from page 16
He recorded an 85-6 record at said McCann. McCann is high school, and video strength in the heavier McCann continued.

“We've never played any of these teams before,” Gelfman said. "We know we will have to put up to these people and better in order to win the matches."

Weight classes, which have been Notre Dame's weakness in recent years.

"Salvino is just a horse," said McCann. "He benches 400 pounds, and is one of the strongest freshmen you'll find for a 190-pounder. Legitimate 190-pounders are hard to come by. Weaver's the number-one heavyweight coming out of high school, so on paper we got weight.

They've got to get their feet wet and toughen up mentally. That comes with experience, we're not worried about that."

Notre Dame's other freshman wrestlers are 118-pound Mike Sheehy, 146-pound Tim Anderson and Curt Engler, who will compete at either 177 or 190 pounds.

\[ \text{WE'D LIKE TO REMIND YOU THAT THE UNCENSORED CONTENT OF THIS NEWSPAPER IS MADE POSSIBLE BY THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES. THE CONSTITUTION The words we live by} \]

The Saint Edward's Hall Players will be holding auditions for Agatha Christie's "Ten Little Indians"

"Auditions will be held on Wed. at 4:00 and Thurs. at 7:00 in the Saint Edward's Hall Party Room. All are welcome and you only have to come to one of the two sessions. For more information call Diane at 315-61 or Lowell at 315-99.

SOPHOMORES- Interested in the position of Sophomore Committee chairperson for Junior Parent's Weekend? Applications available in the Office of Student Activities, 3rd Floor LaFortune. Due November 7th, 1988 by 5pm.

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY JULIE NOV 3, 1988

Love- Dad, Mom, and Karin

Notre Dame Communication and Theatre presents

TWELFTH NIGHT
by William Shakespeare

directed by Mark Pilkington.

Washington Hall

Wed., Nov. 9, Thurs., Nov. 10 Fri., Nov. 11, Sat., Nov. 12—8:10 P.M. Sun., Nov. 13—3:10 P.M.

Tickets are available at LaFortune Student Center Box Office Weekdays 12-3:30 P.M. to 6:30 P.M.

Main Floor $6 Balcony $5 Student/Senior Citizens $4 on Wed., Thurs., Sun. Only

AmEx, MasterCard/Visa orders 259-5907

The Observer / File Photo
Brennan's rise to the top started at the basement

By TIM SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

If a depth chart is like a ladder, and if football teams are like buildings...

Then Notre Dame tackle Mike Brennan may have climbed to the top of the Empire State Building.

And no doubt about it, he started on the ground floor.

The senior, one-time walk-on began his Notre Dame career as a lacrosse recruit. An All-American at his high school in Severna Park, Maryland, Brennan came to Notre Dame but played spring football instead of lacrosse.

From that beginning (Brennan weighed 180 pounds as a high school senior), Brennan has climbed... and eaten... and now is a starting offensive tackle on the number one ranked team in the nation.

"It's sort of a dream come true," said Brennan. "It took a helluva lot of work, but it all fell into place." As Brennan has climbed so too have his goals. The small freshman has evolved into the big (real big, 6'5, 280 pounds) senior, and for him starting is a reward for his hard work.

"I always envisioned contributing," said Brennan, "but never imagined starting. As the years went on though, I knew I could." His mentor, offensive line coach Tony Yelovich, sees Brennan's move in a similar light.

"He knew he could contribute and help us win," said Yelovich, "and he just dedicated himself to doing so."

Mike Brennan

Pre-season depth charts slated Brennan as a second string tackle, and he saw considerable time there early in the season. But injuries (especially to starting guard Tim Grunhard) sent Brennan to guard and his first start against Miami.

Brennan started at guard in that game and against Navy, and now, with Grunhard returning, Brennan will retain his starting spot, but back at the quick-tackle position.

If Brennan's move up the depth chart has been unprecendented, it's been no more so than Notre Dame's climb to the top of the polls. Brennan approaches the success in typicallly matter-of-fact fashion.

"We never look ahead and we never look back," said Brennan. "You don't even think about it, and all of a sudden, you turn around and you're 8-0."

Entering the season, the Irish offensive line was billed as a weakness on the team, yet they've pulled together, thanks in part to unexpected contributions of players like Brennan.

"Everybody believes," said Brennan. "From one end of the line to the other. We have one big heart."

And while this year's line was called "too young" and "inexperienced," next year's should return four of five starters--including Brennan.

"I'll be back," said Brennan, "and I'll start. I just want to help."

Brennan's climbed a long way so far, and with another year to play, there's no telling how high he could go.

Ditka suffers heart attack

Bears' head coach hospitalized, in serious condition

Associated Press

LAKE FOREST, III.--Chicago Bears coach Mike Ditka suffered a mild heart attack Wednesday after his daily workout at the team's training camp and was hospitalized in serious condition.

The 49-year-old Ditka was alert and conscious and being treated at the intensive care unit of Lake Forest Hospital, said Dr. Jay Alexander a staff cardiologist. Ditka's wife, Diana, was at the hospital with him.

Alexander said he expected Ditka would recover completely, "barring anything unforeseen."

Ditka was given medicine for a blocked artery and Alexander said the coach would require hospitalization for at least a week while doctors determined the extent of the blockage.

"It's too soon to say when he will be back and resume his duties," Alexander said.

Bears president Mike McCaskey, who visited Ditka at the hospital, described the coach as being in good spirits and even joking that he had planned to visit a friend Wednesday at the same hospital anyway.

McCaskey said he would name an assistant coach later this week to direct Sunday's game against Tampa Bay in Ditka's absence.

Both the players and McCaskey agreed the disruption would be minimal because a game plan was nearly completed and Ditka increasingly has turned over play-calling responsibilities to offensive coordinator Ed Hughes and his defensive counterpart, Vinnie Tobin.

"We're left in very capable hands," said safety Dave Duerson. "We're a bunch of professionals and we know what our jobs are... Certainly, though, Mike's going to be in the back of our minds, and Sunday will be for him."

Students of all majors are invited to attend a presentation on Opportunities in Investment Banking

MORGAN STANLEY
Public Finance

Thursday, November 3, 1988
LaFortune Student Center
Foster Room
5:00 to 7:00 p.m.

Morgan Stanley representatives will be present to discuss the Financial Analyst Program in Public Finance and the Investment Banking Industry. For further information, contact Career and Placement Services.
ND men’s soccer edges Green Bay

By PETE GEGEN
Sports Writer

John Guignon scored off a direct kick with less than five minutes to play, giving Notre Dame a 2-1 win over Wisconsin-Green Bay yesterday. John Guignon scored with just over four minutes left to give the Irish a 2-1 win. Pete Gegen has the details at left.

Winter sports get into gear
Swim teams open seasons tonight vs. Texas Christian

By GREG GUFFEY
Sports Writer

Coming off a 13-3 ledger last year, the Irish men’s swimming team has a solid list of returnees and a strong class of freshmen talent.

With a combined, those factors could spell success for a Notre Dame squad trying to make a name for itself on a national level.

“We’re anxious to find out what we are and what needs to be done,” Irish coach Tim Welsh said.

Notre Dame will get that chance tonight at Rolfs Aquatic G高中 State Invitational, but a real test for the Irish will be the Midwestern Conference Tournament where we are and what needs to be done.

“Pat Watters gained 373 yards on 69 carries. The freshman was part of a "Pony Express" backfield that included Green, Tony Brooks and himself at tailback and Pernel Taylor, Braxton Banks and Anthony Johnson at fullback. A running back in high school, Watters was moved to flanker at the end of spring practices. During the season, Watters has scored two touchdowns as a flanker and two touchdowns on punt returns.

His only ballcarrying action this season came when the Irish would run reverses or when he would line up in the backfield during a wishbone formation. In that role, Watters was moved to a "Pony Express" backfield that included Green, Tony Brooks and himself at tailback and Pernel Taylor, Braxton Banks and Anthony Johnson at fullback. A running back in high school, Watters was moved to flanker at the end of spring practices. During the season, Watters has scored two touchdowns as a flanker and two touchdowns on punt returns.

His only ballcarrying action this season came when the Irish would run reverses or when he would line up in the backfield during a wishbone formation. In that role, Watters was moved to flanker at the end of spring practices. During the season, Watters has scored two touchdowns as a flanker and two touchdowns on punt returns.

One decision Holtz has yet to make is choosing who will be kicking field goals and extra points against Rice this Saturday.

As usual, sophomore Billy Hackett will do the kickoffs and senior Jim Sexton will handle the punting chores. He made a 44-yarder on 23 carries this season.

Watters currently is listed as the third-team tailback behind Green and Brooks.
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